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Adipose tissue can be characterized as either being a white (energy storing) depot or a
brown (energy expending) depot and both have been found to contain dense networks of neural
innervation. This adipose nerve supply regulates numerous metabolic functions and likely plays
an important role in the function of adipose blood vessels. Recently our lab has shown in the
C57BL/6 mouse model that peripheral neuropathy, or the dying back and dysfunction of the
nerves in the superficial tissues such as the skin, can extend into the subcutaneous adipose tissue
in conditions commonly associated with the neuropathic phenotype (i.e. diabetes, obesity, and
aging.) We have collaborated with David Harrison’s research group at the Jackson Laboratory to
further investigate the onset and penetrance of this nerve die-back due to age in the genetically
heterozygous HET3 mouse model. To do this effectively we had to develop a whole depot
immunostaining and imaging technique that would allow us to characterize the nerves within
subcutaneous adipose tissue and to quantify the total innervation. With our new method of tissue
processing and imaging combined with gene and protein expression measurements we have
found that the neuropathic phenotype brought on by aging is present in the skin and muscles of
HET3 mice but does not appear to be present in subcutaneous adipose. The differences in age-

related neuropathy between HET3 and C57BL/6 mice are likely genetic and may represent the
diversity of neuropathy outcomes in the human population.
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CHAPTER 1 – BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION
1.1. Energy Balance and Peripheral Innervation of Adipose Tissue
1.1.1. Energy Balance and Adipose Tissue
Energy balance is as simple and as complex as comparing energy intake to energy
expenditure; and these processes in the body are regulated in large part by the hypothalamus in
the brain. Energy intake encompasses processes such as food intake, appetite regulation, lipid
storage, and nutrient sensing [1]. Whereas energy expenditure encompasses metabolism
(mitochondrial), exercise, and thermogenesis [1, 2]. Energetic imbalance occurs when the amount
of energy intake does not match the amount of energy expended, resulting in increased adiposity
and ultimately obesity. When energy intake outweighs energy expenditure over the long term,
further disease manifests, including diabetes (insulin resistance), increased circulating free fatty
acids, tissue inflammation ,and adipocyte hypertrophy [3]. Many diseases result in acute and
chronic energy imbalances that favor expenditure over intake but these mechanisms vary from
disease to disease and are still under investigation [4].
At the heart of energy homeostasis is adipose tissue. Adipose tissue can be categorized
as 1 of 3 types, the most common being white adipose tissues (WAT), the energy storing fat due
to its role in triglyceride storage, which characterized by being unilocular, that is, having one large
central lipid droplet [5]. Brown adipose tissue (BAT) is the energy expending fat. BAT gets its
namesake coloration from the numerous mitochondria that reside in each adipocyte. The
increased number of mitochondria are required to perform non-shivering thermogenesis in which
uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) allows for protons to move across the mitochondrial membrane to
produce heat in place of ATP [6]. BAT can also be differentiated from WAT do to the increased
number of lipid droplets in each cell, a characteristic called multilocularity [7]. Pink adipocytes also
exist and are defined as mammary gland alveolar epithelial cells that are involved in milk
production [8] though these specialized adipocytes are outside the scope of this paper. Adipose
tissues are organized as large clusters of adipocytes that are comprised largely of either white or
1

brown adipocytes depending on the depot location. The largest BAT depot can be located
between the shoulder blades (interscapular BAT, iBAT), and other locations which include around
large arteries (perivascular adipose tissue, PVAT), around the heart (pericardial) and directly
superior to the axilla [9, 10]. Subcutaneous WAT (scWAT) depots can be located underneath the
skin at each flank (inguinal scWAT, i-scWAT) in the axilla (axillary WAT, a-scWAT), and atop the
iBAT depot (interscapular WAT, iWAT) [10, 11]. Visceral WAT depots can be found around the
gonads (perigonadal WAT, pgWAT), connecting the intestines (mesenteric WAT, mesWAT),
around the kidneys (perirenal WAT, prWAT) and caudal to the kidneys (retroperirenal, retroprWAT) [10, 12]. Mice and humans share anatomical locations of almost all of these fat depots
[9] with the exception of the perigonadal depots which humans do not possess [13]. Triglyceride
droplets can be stored in other tissues (ectopic fat) separate from the lipid storing WAT and BAT
depots if proper energy balance is not maintained [14].
Proper metabolic control over the metabolic functions of these adipose tissues such as
lipolysis (breakdown of fat into free fatty acids), adipogenesis (differentiation of preadipocytes into
mature adipocytes), and browning (phenotypic conversion of a white adipocyte into that which
more resembles a healthier brown adipocyte), all requires communication with the central nervous
system (CNS) [15].

1.1.2. Adipose Tissue Innervation
Adipose tissue communicates with the CNS through circulating factors and peripheral
innervation; both sympathetic and sensory. Parasympathetic innervation of WAT has little to no
support [12] and has only been shown in the mediastinal [16] and pericardial [17] BAT depots
[11]. Some of the circulating factors include catecholamines and insulin which regulate lipolysis
and leptin which communicates body fat levels [15]. Sympathetic nerve fibers, which have been
shown to come into direct contact with adipocytes in the parenchyma of WAT [18] and BAT [19]
and release neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine (NE) which regulates lipolysis [15],
2

adipogenesis [20], and browning [21]. Sympathetic denervation resulted in a significant increase
in adipose tissue mass and a complete lack of browning in the effected depot [21]. It was found
that sympathetic innervation regulated pre-adipocyte proliferation when adipose tissue became
hyperplastic following denervation [22, 23] and that NE uptake was responsible [24, 25].
The function of sensory nerve fibers in adipose is not as clear as sympathetic innervation
and the exact role(s) it plays have yet to be determined. It is possible that sensory nerves
communicate to the brain regarding lipid reserves though this function is already carried out by
circulating leptin [12]. It is also thought that sensory nerves may communicate temperature
changes in the thermogenic BAT depot [11] as suggested by a denervation study which impaired
thermogenesis in iBAT [26].

1.1.3. Adipose Neurovascular Communication
Adipose depots have the ability to expand in size three-fold when nutrients are in excess
[27] which greatly increases oxygen and nutrient demand to the tissue [28, 29] thus requiring
correlative angiogenesis in the expanding fat tissue [30]. As such, adipose tissue requires a dense
vascular network and an equally dense network of nerves to maintain appropriate vascular health
and reactivity of the adipose resident blood vessels. What is not clear is what comes first; the
chicken or the egg? Or in this case; blood vessels or nerves? Blood vessels and nerves are
dependent on each other for survival and growth, so when angiogenesis or neuroplasticity is
required do both nerves and blood vessels extend simultaneously, or does one extend and the
other follow? The question is actually much simpler that it would seem because all nerves need
blood vessels, but not all blood vessels need nerves.
If the ‘one patterns the other’ model of vascular congruency is to be believed [31],
angiogenesis is brought on when tissues, such as expanding adipose, veer too far from a capillary
and tissues become hypoxic. The suffocating tissues then release vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGFa) which acts as a chemoattractant that draws extending blood vessels closer [32].
3

Hypoxia driven angiogenesis only concerns the formation of the microvasculature, chiefly
capillaries, which is widely accepted as lacking significant innervation [33]. When a nerve starts
to extend out through the tissue, if more oxygen is required VEGFa will be released and the blood
vessels will follow [32]. The reason not all blood vessels require innervation is because of their
two-step regulation.
Peripheral circulation is regulated locally and remotely. Local control consists of a blood
vessels response to local factors such as mechanical and chemical stimuli [33]. This level of
control is slow acting limited to region. For fast whole-body responses, remote control
(communication with the brain) is required [33]. Vascular tone is regulated by sympathetic,
parasympathetic, and sensory innervation though the extent of parasympathetic innervation is
small by comparison [33].
Sympathetic nerves make up the dominant fraction of perivascular innervation and release
neurotransmitters (NE, ATP, Neuropeptide Y) that illicit primarily vasoconstrictive responses by
stimulating endothelial smooth muscle to constrict [34]. This effect is receptor specific, however.
NE stimulation of α1-adrenergic receptors elicit vasoconstriction but α2-adrenergic receptors elicit
vasodilation by release of nitric oxide as an endothelium-derived relaxing factor [34, 35].
Parasympathetic innervation serves to illicit a vasodilatory response through release of
the neurotransmitters acetylcholine and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) [34].
Parasympathetic perivascular innervation is not as widely expressed as sympathetic innervation
and can only be found around the heart and a small subsection of other blood vessels [33]
suggesting that vasodilation can primarily be regulated by local control and that rapid whole body
vasodilation is not as necessary as rapid vasoconstriction.
Sensory innervation of vasculature is much more variable. Baroreceptors are specialized
mechanoreceptors that communicate blood pressure through afferent sensory nerves which
report back to the CNS. High-pressure baroreceptors can be found within the carotid sinuses and
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the aortic arch and low-pressure baroreceptors are located within the heart and pulmonary veins
[36].
Peripheral blood vessels and microvasculature do not have baroreceptors associated with
them and the role of sensory innervation is less clear. It was shown that in the gut local activation
of sensory nerves via intestinal distention and evokes vasodilatation in mesenteric arteries via
reflex arcs [37, 38]. Temperature changes in the skin can also result in reflex mediated cutaneous
vasodilation [39, 40]. The vasodilatory response of these neurovascular reflex arcs are mediated
in part through NK1 receptor binding which in turn causes the endothelium derived nitric oxide to
be released [41-44]. Sensory nerve fibers have also been shown to release VEGFa which
regulates the pattern of arterial differentiation and blood vessel branching in developing embryos
[45, 46]. Interestingly, skin sensory nerve fibers are not located as close to the endothelial cell
layer and smooth muscle cells compared with sympathetic and parasympathetic fibers suggesting
that released neurotransmitters must diffuse further than autonomic transmitters [44].
The neurovascular communication in WAT and BAT, though not extensively investigated
as of yet, has been shown to be comprised primarily (if not entirely) of sympathetic fibers as would
be expected. Due to the lack of parasympathetic innervation of WAT the resident vasculature
must too be lacking parasympathetic innervation. For those BAT depots that do contain significant
parasympathetic innervation it is unclear what percentage of that innervation (if any) is
communicating with the vasculature. Sensory innervation of adipose resident vasculature has
been overlooked in large part, because sensory nerves have been shown to reside in both WAT
and BAT and play a role in blood vessel patterning in development and angiogenesis so it can be
inferred that sensory neurovascular communication does occur in one or tissues.
As a final topic in adipose neurovascular communication, the role blood vessels serve in
maintaining proper nerve health cannot be neglected. Vasa nervorum are small blood vessels
that accompany nerves and penetrate the bundle to supply nutrients [47, 48]. The epineurium is
the outermost protective layer of connective tissue that surrounds the entire nerve bundle. Each
5

nerve bundle is a collection of fascicles, or smaller organizations nerve bundles that each have
their own protective sheath of connective tissue; perineurium. The arterioles and venioles that run
along the bundle exterior comprise the extrinsic system of vasa nervorum and supplies the
epineural and perineural regions of the nerve bundle with blood [47]. Functioning separate from
the extrinsic system is the intrinsic system is comprised of blood vessels that penetrate into the
nerve bundle and supplies the endoneurium (connective tissue around the myelin sheath) of each
axon within the bundle [47]. The extrinsic vasa nervorum can respond to local control regulatory
factors [49] but the intrinsic vasa nervorum cannot [50] which makes nerve bundles more
susceptible to ischemia than man other tissues [47]. These intrinsic capillaries become
angiopathic with diabetes and reduction in capillary density coincides with reductions in nerve
density; diabetic neuropathy [51]. Blood flow and nutrient diffusion of these intrinsic capillaries
also decreases with age [52] and may also play a role in age-related neuropathies.

1.2.

Aging-related Changes to Adipose Tissue and Cardiometabolic Health

1.2.1. Cellular Aging
Aging is the gradual accumulation of disadvantageous changes in cells and tissue over
an organism’s lifespan [53] which lowers the threshold for manifestation of the disease [54]. On
the cellular level there are generally 4 well accepted causes for aging: 1. telomere erosion, 2.
DNA damage, 3. mitochondrial dysfunction, and 4. accumulation of damage brought on by freeradicals [55, 56].
Telomeres are non-gene coding DNA at the ends of chromosomes which distinguishes
chromosome ends from cell-cycle arresting DNA breaks in rapidly dividing cells. The telomere
DNA sequences shorten with each replication but are then extended by telomerase which
becomes suppressed with age [57]. Once telomere length gets too short the cell-cycle is arrested
and the cells become senescent, or permanently non-dividing [58]. DNA repair pathways become
attenuated over time which results in the accumulation of DNA damage left unrepaired, such as
6

DNA breaks and mutations, that can also result in cellular senescence [55]. Mitochondrial
dysfunction can be brought on by DNA damage and mutations specifically in the mitochondrial
DNA which result in decreased cellular respiration. Decreased cellular respiration correlates with
increased age [59]. Mitochondrial dysfunction also leads to a ‘leaky mitochondrial membrane’
which releases reactive oxygen species (ROS) into the cell [60]. ROS and other free radicals
produce oxidative damage to biomolecules overtime and have also been shown to increase, along
with their oxidative damage, with age [61]. Whether it be aging due to damage, dysfunction,
senescence, or all of the above, the risk for various metabolic and cardiovascular disease and
dysfunction increase significantly with age [62-64].

1.2.2. Aging Adipose
With increasing age adipose tissues become increasingly inflamed and metabolically
inactive. Markedly, with age, there is a drastic shift from healthy fat, to unhealthy fat. Metabolically
favorable BAT depots reduce in size [65] and the remaining BAT becomes more similar to WAT
taking on an energy storing phenotype [66]. The browning capabilities of WAT decrease with age
possibly do to decrease in number of progenitor cells [67]. scWAT depots decrease in size while
visceral WAT depots increase in size [65, 68]. scWAT maintains insulin sensitivity and diminishing
depot size correlates to an increase in insulin resistance which serves to increase the risk for
developing diabetes [65] which is only compounded by the fact that WAT becomes less
responsive to insulin with age as well [69]. Present too is an increase in tissue inflammation [70]
and ectopic disposition of lipids [71]. This all serves to negatively affect metabolism and energy
balance and decrease expected lifespan [72]. The interconnection of healthy adipose and lifespan
is underscored by the fact that caloric restriction is currently one of the most effective anti-aging
treatments used in mice [73].
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1.2.3. Aging Cardiovascular System
With increasing age comes increased risk for cardiovascular disease [63] caused by
decreasing cardioprotective systems [54]. Chiefly, these cardioprotective systems include means
to regulate vasculature tension through dilation and constriction. Reduction of blood vessel
elasticity and compliance is brought on by an increase in collagen content within the vessel wall
[74, 75]. This stiffening of blood vessels, predominantly in the resistance vessels (arteries and
arterioles) which are responsible for regulating blood flow. It has also bene shown that there is
gradual perivascular sympathetic nerve loss with age [76] that is only around arteries [77]. Not
only does total arterial innervation decline , but aging was also shown to reduce mesenteric artery
sensitivity to α1-adrenoreceptor stimulation and impaired the ability of sensory nerves to attenuate
sympathetic vasoconstriction [78] and endothelium derived vasoregulatory factor production also
starts to favor vasoconstriction via increased endothelin production and decrease nitric oxide
production [74]. As vascular compliance decreases circulating blood pressure increases, systolic
pressure more so than diastolic [79] and there is a resulting increase in left ventricular wall
thickness [74]. In conjunction with aging adipose; hyperglycemia, dyslipidaemia, and obesity can
also contribute cardiovascular disease through increased arterial stiffness and reduced vascular
compliance [74]. The accumulation of these non-compliant vessels furthers the risks for
developing atherosclerosis [74] and subsequently chronic heart failure [80] .
1.3.

Advancements in Imaging/Analysis Techniques for Visualizing Adipose Innervation

1.4.1. What Has Been Learned From Tissue Sectioning
To visualize and better understand the anatomy and physiology of adipose tissue,
researchers have been processing adipose tissues in micron-thick sections for subsequent
histological staining on slides or floating sections [81]. By this method, it is beneficial to stain for
multilocularity, browning and UCP1 expression, or the presence of macrophages in crown-like
structures. However, adipose innervation is not easily demonstrated in 7-10uM thick sections
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because cross-sections of nerves appear mostly as puncta.

This doesn’t allow for the

quantification of the total tissue innervation and also does not allow for adequate visualization of
synapses.

This is especially true since we now know that the innervation of WAT is

heterogeneous in nature [18, 82, 83]. Given the significant interest in the innervation of adipose
tissue that has recently re-emerged, it is therefore important to develop whole-tissue methods for
visualizing and quantifying adipose innervation across a depot. The sympathetic innervation of
BAT tissue has been well established due to its role in thermogenesis [11, 84-86]. Conversely,
WAT has been relatively understudied as a tissue of significant innervation, and these tools could
help increase our knowledge.
Several investigations have been conducted in the past 20 years that have used
histological processing of thin-sectioned adipose tissue to elucidate the various nerve types
residing there. Immunofluorescence imaging of thin tissue sections using TH (tyrosine
hydroxylase as a marker for sympathetic nerve activity has been used extensively to document
sympathetic innervation within both WAT [87-90] and BAT [91]. TH is the rate-limiting step in
catecholamine synthesis and its expression goes up upon sympathetic nerve activation.
Immunohistochemical staining for TH in subcutaneous and visceral adipose depots has been
used to show an increase in TH+ SNS parenchymal nerve fibers after cold stimulation [91, 92].
However, TH immunoreactivity is not a good method for assessing total innervation, as the levels
of this enzyme fluctuate in response to SNS stimulation.
It is well known that cold exposure can induce sympathetic drive in both WAT and BAT
[93], accompanied by increased TH levels [94] and increased browning and UCP1 expression in
WAT [95]. Interestingly, this drive was shown to be greater in females due to an increased
expression of estrogen-dependent sympathetic nerves [96]. Warm temperatures elicit the
opposite effect in BAT, thus decreasing sympathetic nerve activity and TH expression [97].
Sensory innervation has also been well established in adipose by marking afferent
sensory nerves with their neuropeptide products, such as CGRP [15, 89, 90] and Substance P
9

[15, 90]. Both of these neuropeptides are associated with inflammation brought on by sensory
nerve nociception [98, 99] but it is still unclear what stimulates their secretion in WAT or BAT and
how these might affect energy balance.
Studies conducted on rat BAT [17] have shown that only a small subset of brown adipose
depots are parasympathetically innervated: pericardial BAT and mediastinal BAT [16]. There is,
however, some uncertainty surrounding whether or not WAT is parasympathetically innervated.
A study conducted in 2004 suggested the presence of parasympathetic nerves by using
retrograde trans-neuronal tracer PRV to mark parasympathetic nerves in rats [100]. This was later
refuted when WAT sections failed to be labeled by parasympathetic postganglionic nerve markers
including vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VAChT), vasoactive intestinal protein (VIP), and
neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) in Siberian hamsters [101]. It was proposed by Berthoud
et al. [102] that the significant vagal innervation findings were due to leaking of the retrograde
tracer and improper controls, thus creating false positives. Kreier and Buijs [103] stated in a letter
to the editor that the lack of VAChT, VIP, and nNOS staining is inadequate to rule out the
significance of parasympathetic input in the WAT due to their highly variable nature within tissues
known to have significant parasympathetic input, suggesting that there are no known universally
expressed parasympathetic markers that are equally expressed among all tissue types. They also
questioned the ability of Giordano et al. [101] to perform a completely thorough chemical
sympathectomy in WAT stating that mechanical sympathectomy is required. This was soon
followed by a rebuttal by Berthoud et al. [104] which argued against the possibility of a
parasympathetically innervated tissue showing complete absence of all the markers in question.
Giordano et al. [105] also rebutted Kreier and Buijis’s statements in a response aptly titled: Reply
to Kreier and Buijs: no sympathy for the claim of parasympathetic innervation of white adipose
tissue. In the decade since little data have served to clear up the confusion.
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1.3.2. Whole Tissue Processing and Imaging
The need for whole tissue (or, whole-mount) imaging techniques became necessary as
researchers wished to further their knowledge of neuronal interactions and extent of synaptic
connections within adipose tissues. Given the high lipid content in adipose and brain, the
autofluorescence of lipids was problematic in imaging these particular tissues in toto. Accordingly,
a technique was needed to remove lipids from the tissue or blunt lipid autofluorescence. To
chemically delipidate the tissue, methods were pursued to optically clear the tissues in order to
reduce tissue autofluorescence and limit light adsorption, while having minimal effects on tissue
morphology [106].
Since as early as 1911, clearing techniques have been implemented in various histological
studies. Widely accepted to be the first clearing method published was a benzyl alcohol / methyl
salicylate mixture used to aid in the visualization of anastomoses between coronary arteries in
the heart [107]. Disappointingly, this method caused significant tissue deformity and damage due
to excessive tissue shrinkage and superficial necrosis [108]. This clearing technique also lacked
the crucial delipidation step that would be necessary for lipid-rich tissues such as brain or adipose.
The first clearing method that included delipidation was a method originally developed for
whole brains using benzyl alcohol / benzyl benzoate (BABB) [109] This technique was slightly
modified and used in the first published whole tissue imaging study of adipose innervation
conducted on mouse i-scWAT [18]. Several groups concurrently worked to develop similar
protocols for adipose tissue whole mount imaging [82, 83].
Several other clearing techniques with delipidation have been applied to whole adipose
depots since then, in order to explore innervation. One such technique is iDISCO [110] which is
another solvent-based clearing technique that has the added benefit of reducing the antibody
fluorescence quenching that was problematic in traditional BABB clearing [111]. iDISCO is the
basis for nearly all of the whole depot clearing techniques currently published for adipose [82,
112-116]. This being so, iDISCO, is far from an ideal clearing method. iDISCO has a fluorescent
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protein emission lifespan longer than that of many other clearing methods but it is still only a
couple days long requiring immediate imaging of tissues [106, 111]. iDISCO also does not
preserve accurate tissue morphology due to tissue shrinkage and tissue hardening [111]. These
factors should be a considered for any study that uses iDISCO as a clearing agent.
The iDISCO clearing technique was further modified for use in adipose by the addition of
a more thorough methanol/dichloromethane-based delipidation step. This adipose specific
method has been termed Adipo-Clear [82, 116]. Clearing techniques are continuing to evolve and
have moved from clearing entire organs to clearing entire organisms [117, 118] and will continue
to be implemented in adipose-nerve studies as time moves on. Similar whole tissue imaging
techniques have even been applied to engineered adipose substitutes to allow for
characterization of the vascular networks that reside in them [119].
The aforementioned clearing techniques as well as many others have been
comprehensively reviewed for general tissue use [106, 108, 111] and for specific use in scWAT
[83] . With the noted advancements in clearing techniques and whole tissue 3D imaging of
adipose tissue, it is important to note that clearing is not always necessary. Sudan Black B (which
we now call Typogen Black) can be used to block a significant amount of lipid and lipofuscin
autofluorescence. TrueBlack® Lipofuscin Autofluorescence Quencher should be used in place of
Typogen Black when imaging in a far-red channel, due to its inherent fluorescence at longer
wavelengths. Lipid/lipofuscin blocking should be followed by washes with 1X PBS with 10u/ml
heparin. Heparin reduces the majority of autofluorescence from the vasculature. Tissue thickness
in the z-direction can also be significantly reduced with only slight deformity to the tissue. This
can be done by placing the tissue between two glass slides held together by large binder clips for
1.5hrs at 4ºC [83]. Many of the solvents used for tissue clearing, such as BABB or iDISCO, can
be caustic to microscope lenses and the squishing technique stated above can avoid the need
for purchasing special BABB safe lenses.
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Since the interactions between nerves and vasculature are clearly important, techniques
for visualizing adipose vascular supply have been developed, including the use of Isolectin-IB4
[114, 120], which binds to group B erythrocytes, perivascular cells, and endothelial cells [121].
Isolectin-IB4 staining has the caveat of staining certain sensory nerves as well as vasculature
[122], but stained nerves can be easily distinguished from stained vasculature due to morphology.
Isolectin-IB4 staining in whole-mount adipose tissues has been used to show a decrease in
adipose depot vascular supply in obese mice [114], as well as age-related neuropathy of the
nerves surrounding vasculature in scWAT [83].

1.3.3. Discoveries Using Whole Adipose Tissue Imaging
Many important discoveries have been made to increase our understanding of adipose
nerve interactions that would have been impossible without the utilization of whole tissue imaging
techniques. The first study to publish observations on whole mount adipose innervation did so by
embedding a mouse i-scWAT depot in agarose, clearing it in BABB, and imaging the tissue with
optical projection tomography before 3D reconstruction. This was the first time whole depot
images were taken that clearly showed vasculature and axon bundles in adipose, which were
branching across the length of the tissue. In that same study they also showed adipose-nerve
connections within an i-scWAT depot in vivo [18].
Two years later a study was published on i-scWAT innervation that used what the authors
called a pan-neuronal marker; synaptophysin, the sympathetic marker TH, and the adipocyte
marker perilipin [112]. Although often used as a pan-neuronal marker, synaptophysin is more
accurately described as a pre-synaptic marker present on nearly all pre-synaptic vesicles and is
limited by not being an actual axonal membrane protein [123, 124].
The tissues from mice were optically cleared with a slightly modified iDISCO technique,
imaged on a lightsheet microscope, and 3D reconstructed in a process they termed ‘volume
fluorescence imaging’. Their findings showed that sympathetic nerve fibers were located in close
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contact with approximately 91.3% of all adipocytes, something that was first proposed in 1968
[125]. Synaptophysin and TH were 98.8% co-localized [112], which the authors suggested was
evidence for the majority of i-scWAT nerves being sympathetic, leaving only 1.2% as a possible
sensory and/or parasympathetic type. However, it is unclear whether this co-localization of
synpatophysin and TH was observed under basal or cold stimulated conditions. Cold stimulation
reversibly increases TH+ fiber density in i-scWAT [115] and would like increase the number of
presynaptic vesicles marked by synaptophysin. If these results are from cold stimulated animals
then the data are possibly skewed and may be underestimating the ratio of sympathetic to sensory
nerves in i-scWAT under basal conditions. This estimate also does not seem to fit with recently
published images of sensory innervation of WAT [83] which demonstrate widespread sensory
nerves (marked by Nav1.8) in i-scWAT. Additionally, immunofluorescence labeling of the
parasympathetic nerve marker choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) revealed no more than 5 ChAT
expressing nerves per i-scWAT depot [112] supporting earlier studies which found little to no
parasympathetic fibers in WAT [101].
Further investigation into sympathetic innervation of WAT was conducted using the AdipoClear technique and lightsheet microscopy. Mice were cold exposed to elicit sympathetic activity
and tissue browning. This study found significant intra-adipose variation in TH+ fibers between
subcutaneous and visceral depots [82]. Tissue autofluorescence was used to show tissue
morphology in this study [82]. 3D projections of sympathetic (TH+) nerves within both the i-scWAT
and eWAT were reconstructed to show differences in arborization between tissue types. Chi et
al. [82] described the sympathetic innervation of i-scWAT to be arborized into “discreet lobules”
whereas eWAT had an “amorphous structure”. It has since been revealed that the inguinal
subcutaneous depot has a specific pattern of innervation. The largest nerve bundles, which we
are now calling the subiliac transverse nerves, are located at the tissue center, which span the
length of the tissue traversing across the subiliac lymphnode in conjunction with the
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thoracoepigastric vein. It is from these larger nerve bundles that the majority of the smaller nerves
branch off from [83].
A number of similar studies have been conducted to investigate whole adipose innervation
with cold challenge. Whole depot i-scWAT imaging and quantification of the pan-neuronal marker
β3-Tubulin [83] and of TH+ nerve fibers in 0.3mm3 representative sections [115] all suggest an
increase in nerve arborization with cold challenge.

It has also been shown that i-scWAT

innervation returns to the room temperature state following rewarming as indicated by a drastic
reduction of neuronal arbors [83, 115]
It is important to note that the some of the studies cited as using wholemount tissue
imaging [112, 114, 115] only quantify representative 3D-projection images of 0.3 mm3 sections
for the some of their findings in lieu of the entire cleared depot. Due to the regional specific
arborization patterns in i-scWAT as previously described [82, 83], it is apparent why entire depot
imaging and quantification of innervation is necessary and why representative sections cannot
yield completely accurate results.
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CHAPTER 2 – EVALUATING THE OCCURANCE OF AGE-RELATED PERIPHERAL
NEUROPATHY IN HET3 MICE
2.1.

Introduction:
The importance of a healthy peripheral nerve supply to tissues and organs, including

brown and white adipose depots, has already been discussed in detail in the Background, but to
reiterate, peripheral nerves are responsible for sending regulatory signals to (ie: sympathetic
nerves) and from (ie: sensory nerves) adipose tissue in order to regulate various metabolic
functions and to maintain a healthy energy balance. This necessary communication between the
central nervous system and peripheral tissues can breakdown due to numerous neurological
diseases/disorders that result in the deterioration and dysfunction of peripheral nerves. These
include, but are not limited to, traumatic injury induced neuropathy [126], chronic inflammatory
demyelinating neuropathy [127], diabetic neuropathy [128], and Guillian-barre-syndrome [129].
Neuropathy is the onset of nerve dysfunction and degeneration, or nerve die-back, in
peripheral tissues. Early stage neuropathy can cause a pain response where there would be none
prior (allodynia) and an increased pain response in general (hyperalgesia) [130]. Late stage will
also result in reduced sensation or numbness to tactile stimulation [131] in which case the affected
persons lack the majority of sensation in their extremities, but when they do feel something, it’s
painful. Worst of all, there is no treatment that can halt and/or reverse peripheral neuropathy [132]
and what treatments are available are limited to treating the symptoms though pain reduction
[133] or through glucose control in diabetic individuals [134].
It is widely reported that neuropathy is the single most common complication of diabetes
[128] but numerous other diseases can lead to neuropathies as well (e.g. leprosy, metabolic
disorders, vasculitis) [64]. In the case of diabetes, one of the causes for neuropathy is due to the
high levels of circulating glucose and triglycerides cause metabolic dysregulation and can lead to
microvasculature dysfunction causing ischemia in peripheral tissues, ultimately starving the
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resident nerves of nutrients [135]. Both type 1 and 2 diabetes have also been shown to cause
chronic inflammatory demyelinating neuropathy as well [136] which causes a breakdown in
peripheral communication because the myelin sheath is no longer aiding in signal conductance.
Even though diabetes is the leading cause for peripheral neuropathy in the United States,
aging has been shown to be a predominant risk factor. In 1997, the overall prevalence of
neuropathies, excluding those caused by traumatic injury, was roughly 2.4% for all ages.
However, when looking at the prevalence for individuals 55 years and older it increases more
than three-fold to 8% [64, 137]. The cause for age related neuropathy, unlike diabetic neuropathy,
is still unknown and requires further investigation. Age-related neuropathy has been observed in
the skin [138], muscle [139], periosteum [140], around vasculature [76, 77], and even
subcutaneous white adipose tissue (scWAT) [141]. In adipose, it was also found that for agerelated neuropathy the vasculature appeared to be the main source for denervation [141]. Age is
also a significant risk factor for cardiovascular disease [63] and the age-related neuropathy
around peripheral vasculature may be in part related. Equally plausible is the inverse; age related
increases in cardiovascular disease may result in inadequate nutrient diffusion to peripheral
nerves resulting in neuropathy [142].
It is the focus of the following study to further investigate the onset of peripheral
neuropathy and the changing neurovascular relationship in scWAT due to age in collaboration
with the David Harrison’s research group at the Jackson Laboratory. The Jackson Laboratory is
1 of 5 Nathan Shock Centers for Excellence in Aging Research the United States and David
Harrison’s group makes up 1 of the 3 that are a part of the National Institute on Aging’s
Intervention Testing Program (ITP). This program serves to test various anti-aging treatments
using the genetically heterogenous HET3-UM (HET3) mouse model. Generated by a four-way
cross (BALB/cJNia X C57BL/6JNia)F1 mothers and (C3WJNia X DBA/2JNia)F1 fathers providing
reproduceable genetic variability [143]. The HET3 mouse model is ideal for aging related studies
because the cause for age related mortalities and morbidities will be varied which is not
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necessarily true for inbred strains such C57BL/6 mice and thus is a better model for studying agerelated effects on peripheral innervation. The HET3 strain is limited to only the members of the
NIA intervention testing program and their collaborators and as such, neuropathy of any form has
yet to be studied using HET3 mice. The question we aimed to answer with the following study
was whether or not HET3 mice show the same neuropathic phenotype with age as we have shown
previously with the C57BL/6 mice. It should also be noted that the mortality curve of HET3 mice
under normal conditions parallels that of the C57BL/6 mouse strain, with the 50% survival rate of
both strains at approximately 130 weeks [144, 145].
Also described are future plans to test the effect treatment with the anti-aging drug
rapamycin has on the development of peripheral neuropathy as well as the effect subcutaneous
neuropathy has on vascular health. Rapamycin treatment, which has been shown to slow and
even reverse cellular senescence [146, 147], increase myelination [148], and has been the single
most effective anti-aging treatment yet tested by the NIA intervention testing program; increasing
median lifespan by 14% for females and 9% for males [149, 150]. Rapamycin inhibits the
mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) protein kinase. Acute treatment inhibits the mTOR
complex one (mTORC1), responsible for regulating cell growth and metabolism via protein
synthesis, autophagy, and lipid synthesis [151]. Chronic treatment inhibits mTOR complex 2
(mTORC2), responsible in part for cell survival, metabolism, and proliferation [151, 152]. Due to
its effect as an anti-aging treatment, we plan on pursuing rapamycin as a potential treatment for
reducing or reversing the peripheral neuropathy phenotype observed due to aging.

2.2.

Methods:

2.2.1. Mice
HET3-UM mice were provided by the Harrison group at Jackson Laboratory. Mice were
delivered in three cohorts spanning over a year. Cohort 1: male 41wks N=8, female 41wks N=5,
male 106wks N=7, female 106wks N=6. Cohort 2: male 62wks N=11, female 62wks N=12, male
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126wks N=10, female 126wks N=7. Cohort 3: male 13wks N=12, female 13wks N=12, male
30wks N=11, female 30wks N=11.

2.2.2 Von Frey
Von Frey tactile sensitivity test was performed on male and female HET3 mice prior to
tissue collection. Mice were acclimated to the Von Frey apparatus for 20 minutes at which point
a wire of a specific strength (4.56, 4.31, 4.08, 3.61, and 2.36) was applied to the plantar surface
of each mouse hind paw and behaviors were recorded. Each filament was applied to each mouse
5 times in order of descending strength with a minute interim between filaments. Behaviors were
recorded as positive response (immediately lifting paw), delayed response (move paw after a
second or two), and no response (does not move paw).

2.2.3 Skin Clearing
Flank skin was shaved and collected from the area above the inguinal depot. Skin was
fixed in 4% PFA for 2 hours at room temp. Tissues were washed on rotating shaker at room temp
with 1XPBS/0.3% Triton X-100 for 5 hours, replacing PBS-T every 30min. Tissues were then
incubated in primary antibody solution (1XPBS/0.3% Triton X-100/DMSO/goat serum) with
PGP9.5 (Abcam cat# ab108986) at 1:200 for 3 days at room temp. Tissues were again washed
in 1XPBS/0.3% Triton X-100 for 5 hours at room temp. Tissues were next incubated in antibody
buffer containing secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit H&L alexafluor 488) for 2 days at room
temp. Tissues were then washed with 1XPBS/0.3% Triton X-100 for 5 hours at room temp. To
optically clear the tissues, they were first dehydrated in 50% methanol for 5 minutes, which was
replaced with 100% methanol for 1 hour, replacing methanol every 20 minutes. Tissues were
submerged in benzyl alcohol/benzyl benzoate for a minimum of 2 weeks prior to imaging.
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2.2.4. qPCR
Whole axillary scWAT depots were excised fully intact and homogenized using Trizol in
bullet blender. RNA extracted using Zymo Miniprep kit and yield quantified using nanodrop. RNA
was reverse transcribed into cDNA and loaded into 384 well plates for qPCR with SYBR green
on CFX384 real time PCR detection system. See primer table for list of primer sequences used.
Relative fold change was normalized to the housekeeper gene cyclophilin.

2.2.5. Western Blot
Inguinal scWAT depots were excised fully intact and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Tissues
were homogenized in RIPA buffer containing protease and phosphatase inhibiters with bullet
blender. Bradford assay was performed to ensure equal protein concentration among samples.
Tissue lysates were diluted accordingly in Laemmli buffer. 10% polyacrylamide gels were used;
ran with 14 samples and a ladder. 60ug of sample was loaded per well, and 7ug of ladder was
added to final well. Gels were ran for approximately 1hr 45min before being transferred to a PVDF
membrane overnight. Membrane was incubated with antibodies for either PGP9.5 (1:1000,
Abcam cat# ab108986), TH (1:1000, EMD Millipore cat# ab152), or PSD95 (1:750, Abcam
ab18258). Protein expression was normalized to the housekeepers β-tubulin (0.2ug/mL DSHB
cat#E7-5) and Cyclophilin B (1:1000, Abcam cat# ab16045). Anti-rabbit or anti-mouse HRP-linked
secondary antibodies were used at 1:3000 (Cell Signaling, cat# 7074; cat# 7076). Blots were
visualized using a Syngene G:BOX. Fiji was used to measure band intensities.

2.2.6. Whole Depot Immunostaining, Imaging, and Quantification
Inguinal scWAT depots were excised fully intact, underwent z-depth reduction, and fixed
in 2%PFA, blocked with a blocking solution and 0.1% typogen black. Tissues were
immunostained with PGP9.5 (Abcam cat# ab108986) and isolectin IB4 (1ug/mL) (thermofischer
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cat#I21413). For detailed description of the whole mount tissue procedure from processing all the
way to imaging and quantifying see chapter 3.

2.3.

Figures:

Figure 2.1: Weight and adiposity compared between age and sex. HET3 mice aged 13, 30,
40, 62, 106, or 126 weeks were weighed at tissue collection. Mouse and depot weights were
compared by sex and age. Body weight (a). Inguinal subcutaneous white adipose depot (scWAT)
weight (b). Perigonadal WAT (pgWAT) weight (c). Adiposity was calculated as a percent of
adipose depot weight divided by total body weight per mouse for inguinal scWAT (d) and pgWAT
(e). Male N=7-12, female N=6-12. Analyzed using 2-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple
comparisons. Error bars are SEMs.
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Figure 2.2: Evaluation of the neuropathic phenotype in the skin and muscle. Tactile
sensitivity of male and female HET3 mice, aged 62 and 126 weeks, was indirectly measured by
Von Frey behavioral test (a). N=7-12, female N=6-12. Analyzed as percent positive response per
filament strength (left); two-way ANOVA with Sidaks multiple comparison test; and as an area
under the curve (right) one-way ANOVA, Tukeys multiple comparisons. Statistical significance:
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001; (62wk male vs 126wk male, *;62wk male vs 62wk
female, #; 126wk male vs 126wk female, ¥; 62wk female vs 126wk female, $. Cleared flank skin
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of male and female HET3 mice at 13, 30, 62, and 126 weeks was immunostained with the panneuronal marker PGP9.5 (green); Large nerve bundles (red arrow), nerve arbors (white arrow)
(b) N=3, n=3, imaged with 10x objective on Nikon E400. Medial gastrocnemius (MG) and Soleus
(SOL) muscles were collected from female HET3 aged either 41 or 106 weeks. Percent of NMJs
that were fully occupied, partially occupied, or unoccupied was determined (c). 100 NMJs were
counted per tissue. N=3 per age. One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison. All error
bars are SEMs.

Figure 2.3: qPCR analysis of vascular, synaptic, inflammatory, and glial markers in axillary
scWAT. Gene expression analysis of axillary scWAT for synaptic (a-b), vascular (d-e), glial (f)
and anti-inflammatory markers (g). N=7. Samples were not normalized to housekeeping gene
(waiting for fresh cyclophilin B primers). Two-tailed Student’s t-test . Error bars are SEMS.
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Figure 2.4: Western blot analysis of PGP9.5, TH, and PSD95 protein expression. Protein
expression of PGP9.5 (a-b), TH (c-d), and PSD95 (e-f) in inguinal scWAT was measured in 13
week old and 62 week old HET3 mice. Males and females were compared separately. Male 13wks
N=5-7; male 62wks N=5-7; female 13wks N=6, female 62wks N=7. Two-tailed students t-test.
Error bars are SEMs.
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Figure 2.5: Neurovascular immunostaining and quantification. Whole inguinal scWAT depots
from male and female HET3 mice were immunostained with PGP9.5 (green) and isolectin IB4
(red.) Three representative images were taken at both 10x and 40x magnifications for mice aged
62 and 126 weeks, N=5 for all groups (a). Whole mount tissues from mice (13wks N=4, ≥62wk
N=3) were imaged in their entirety at 10x and z-maximum projected and tiled. Neurite and
vascular densities were quantified as meters per meter squared, or 1/m (b). Two-way students ttest. Error bars are SEMs.
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2.4.

Results:

2.4.1 Sex Differences in Adipose Weight and Adiposity
Male mice showed increased weight gain from 13 to 30 weeks of age, and after this point
the male body weights showed a trending gradual decrease with age (figure 1a.) Females showed
the same significant weight gain (p<0.0001) from 13 to 30 weeks old. Males weighed more than
females at 13wks (p<0.0001) and 30wks (p<0.0001) but females had a second increase in weight
at 62wks (p=0.0415) which closed the weight gap between the sexes. Female body weight
decreased significantly (p=0.0182) from 106 to 128 weeks. Inguinal scWAT weight mirrored the
body weight changes in both sexes (figure 1b). Both sexes showed significant increase in inguinal
scWAT weight from 13wks to 30wks (male p=0.0001; female p=0.0006). Males again showed a
gradual trend of decreasing weight with age while females appeared to have a second increase
at 62wks though this was increase was not statistically significant. Female depot weight was much
greater that males at 62wks and 106wks (p=0.0010 and p=0.0039 respectively) which decreased
by 126wks (p=0.0020). There was no significant difference between male and female pgWAT
weights at any age (figure 1c). Females showed a significant increase (p=0.0069) in pgWAT
weight from 13wks to 30wks and both sexes showed a significant decrease from 62wks to 126wks
(male p=0.0321; female p=0.0023.) Subcutaneous adiposity, calculated as scWAT weight over
body weight, showed that females had a higher ratio of subcutaneous body fat when compared
to males at 62wks (p<0.0001) and 126wks (p=0.0001) (figures 1d.) Male adiposity gradually
decreased starting at 41wks, whereas females started showing a decrease in adiposity at 106wks.
Visceral adiposity, calculated at pgWAT weight over body weight, was significantly greater in
females at 30wks than males (p=0.0015) with no other sex differences (figure 1e.) Visceral
adiposity started decreasing in both sexes after 30wks but in males it became significant at
126wks (p=0.0179) and earlier at 62wks in females (p<0.0001).
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2.4.2 Von Frey
Von Frey test was used to measure tactile sensitivity of male and female mice at 62wk
and 126wks (figure 2a). Males 62wk versus 126wk showed no difference in number of positive
responses for any filament strength. 62wk females were more responsive than the 62wk males
(4g, p<0.001; 2g, p<0.001; 1g, p<0.0001; 0.4g, p<0.0001) and the 126wk females (4g, p<0.0001;
2g, p<0.0001; 1g, p<0.0001; 0.4g, p<0.0001). At 126wks the males began to show a greater
number of positive responses when compared to the females (4g, p<0.05; 2g, p<0.01; 1g,
p<0.05.) Data was inserted into an XY plot and area under each curve was calculated for each
group to show statistical significance in positive responses overall. 62wk females were overall
more responsive than 62wk males (p=0.0132) and 126wk females (p=0.0017)

6.4.3 Flank Skin Innervation
Immunofluorescence imaging of nerves (PGP9.5) in BABB cleared flank skin collected
from male and female HET3 mice at ages 13wks, 30wks, 62wks, and 126wks (figure 1b.) Tissues
were evaluated by taking 3 representative images of skin sections from 3 mice for both sexes at
each age. At 13wks and 30wks large nerve bundles (red arrows) were present throughout each
skin section with smaller nerve fibers branching off (white arrows). By 62wks these smaller nerve
fibers became lacking in the male’s skin but relatively unchanged in females. By 126wks these
small fibers were lacking in both sexes.

2.4.4. Neuromuscular Junction Analysis
Fast twitch (medial gastrocnemius, MG) and slow twitch (soleus, SOL) muscle fiber
innervation was evaluated by quantifying neuromuscular junction (NMJ) occupation using the presynaptic markers SV2 (synaptic vesicles) and 2H3 (neurofilament) and the post-synaptic NMJ
marker bungarotoxin (BTX) (figure 2c.) One hundred NMJ’s were counted per tissue for 3 mice
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at each age. Male data has not yet been collected. The percentage of fully intact NMJs decreased
in both fast and slow twitch muscle fibers by 106wks (MG, p=0.0056; SOL, p=0.0093.)

2.4.5. Gene Expression
Gene expression of synaptic markers Psd95 (figure 3a), synaptophysin (figure 3b), and
Synapsin II (figure 3c) showed no difference with age. Vascular markers Cd31 (figure 3d) and
Vegfa (figure 3e) showed a trend of decreasing with age with expression of Cd31 significantly
decreased from 13wks to 62wks (figure 3d.) Gene expression of Sox10, used as a glial marker,
showed no difference with age (figure 3e.) Anti-inflammatory cytokine Il13 expression also did
change with age (figure 3f.) There were no observed sex differences for any genes.

2.4.6. Protein Expression
Protein expression was measured for PGP9.5, TH, and PSD95 by western blot in the
inguinal scWAT depot of male and female mice ages 13wks and 62wks (figure 4.) Males showed
no difference in total innervation between ages (figure 4a.) Females showed a significant
decrease (p=0.0040) in PGP9.5 expression with age (figure 4b.) Protein expression of TH did not
show a difference with age in males (figure 4c) or females (figure 4d) and neither did expression
of the synaptic marker PSD95 (figure 4e-f.)

2.4.7. Inguinal scWAT Neurovascular Imaging
Neurovascular interaction in scWAT was analyzed by staining whole mount scWAT with
isolectin IB4 to mark vasculature and PGP9.5 to mark nerves (figure 5.) Representative images
taken at 10x and 40x showed that there was no observable difference between the amount of
nerves surrounding blood vessels at 62wks or 126wks (figure 5a.) Whole depot quantification of
neurite density showed no significant difference in total depot innervation but did reveal a
significant increase (p=0.0085) in total vasculature in individuals 62 weeks of age or older. It
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should be noted that due to variability in tissue staining outcome, sexes were combined for these
analyses.

Table 2.1: Summary of Results.

2.5.

Discussion and Future Directions:
Though we had shown the neuropathic phenotype in mice aged 65 weeks prior [141], a

longer time course with multiple ages was needed to demonstrate how the neuropathy progresses
with age. The youngest and middle most ages, 13wks and 62wks, are comparable to the ages
used for previous studies in male C57BL/6 mice. Looking ate a more complete lifespan in the
HET3s as well as the introduction of females, has provided a more detailed insight to the
development of peripheral neuropathy in the skin and subcutaneous tissues.
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2.5.1. Sex Related Differences in Adipose Distribution May Delay Neuropathy Onset
Body weight patterning differed significantly between sexes, as to be expected [153, 154],
with males gaining weight earlier in life than females (figure 1a.) Adipose distribution of the HET3
mice followed the expected pattern as well, with females having a significantly higher volume of
subcutaneous males than males (figure 1b, 1d) and relatively no difference in visceral fat between
sexes (figure 1c, 1e). Visceral adiposity begins to decrease at 62wks even though 62wks marks
the highest body suggesting that the subcutaneous depots are driving the changes observed in
body weight with age. Interestingly, the 62wk females also had significantly more tactile sensation
(less neuropathic) as observed by the Von Frey behavioral test (figure 2a) and a more intact small
nerve arborizations in the skin (figure 2b). This may mean that at 62wks females are protected in
part from the neuropathy which is no longer in effect by 126wks as seen by a significant decrease
in sensation (figure 2a) and nerve arbors in the skin (figure 2c), though a mechanism has yet to
be elucidated. It can be hypothesized though, that the increased subcutaneous fat observed in
females starting at 62wks but gone by 126wks, may serve a neuroprotective role as has been
suggested previously [155] though this is little more than conjecture at this time. It should also be
noted that the ‘top-down’ method of imaging innervation in the skin is not best method for
analyzing neuropathy in the skin. We are perusing other methods at this time, similar to that
demonstrated in De Gregorio et al, 2018 [138]. NMJ occupation in females decreased with aging
regardless of muscle type as to be expected (Zhao 2018) (figure 2c). NMJs were not collected for
males and will be counted in the future. The NMJs were still almost entirely intact at 41wks
suggesting that neuropathy does not extend to the muscles until at least after 41wks of age.

2.5.2. Insignificant Evidence for Neuropathy in scWAT
Regional variability in scWAT required that whole tissue homogenization be necessary for
gene and protein analyses. To conserve tissue gene expression was measured in axillary scWAT
and protein expression was measured in inguinal scWAT. The only evidence in support of age30

related neuropathy within scWAT in the HET3 mouse line was the decrease in protein expression
of PGP9.5 by 62wks, which was only observed in females. Males showed no difference. Also,
this finding was not replicated in the larger 25-well western blots (suppl. fig. 1a-b) though these
blots had significant variability in the housekeeper vinculin and have yet to be replicated using βTubulin. TH expression revealed that the sympathetic activity within scWAT was unaffected by
age which suggests that if the decrease in PGP9.5 is real, the decrease in female innervation is
specific to sensory nerves. Unfortunately, at this time we do not have a reliable sensory nerve
marker to confirm this. Gene and protein expression of PSD95 was not affected by age (figure
3a)(figure 4c), and neither was the gene expression of two other synaptic markers; Synaptophysin
and Synapsin II (figure 3b-c).
Neurovascular imaging (using PGP9.5 and isolectin IB4) in the inguinal scWAT depot was
performed to see if neuropathy could be observed around vascular as previously demonstrated
in C57BL/6 mice. To preserve tissue fluorescence for whole depot imaging representative images
were taken only of mice at 62wks and 126wks were imaged (figure 5a). Innervation across the
two ages appeared to be relatively intact with no striking differences between the two ages.
Absent too were any indication of nerves peeling away from blood vessels as observed previously
[141] which could indicate that the same level of neuropathy around vasculature does not occur
in HET3 mice or that the extent of neuropathy does not progress after 62wks. To investigate
further, whole inguinal scWAT depots were immunostained with the same neurovascular markers
to quantify neurite and vasculature densities (figure 5b) to compare with age. There was no
significant difference in the density of neurites due to age, but there was an increase in vascularity
which contradicts gene expression data for Cd31 and Vegfa (figure 3e-f) and current literature
that shows a negative correlation to age and angiogenesis [156]. It is believed at this time, that
due to oxidation of tissues over time lead to increased tissue autofluorescence which could not
be adjusted for while imaging. A full replicate of tissues for immunostaining is in the works now
that the wholemount immunostaining workflow has been optimized.
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Taken together, at this time it would appear that the HET3 mice experience age related
neuropathy in their skin and muscles, but that this neuropathy may not extend into their
subcutaneous fat depots, though more evidence is required to say for certain. Besides one
western blot that suggests a decrease in PGP9.5 with age (not yet replicated) no other data shows
any age-related difference in innervation, sympathetic activity, synapsing, or glia. It is likely that
the onset of the peripheral neuropathy phenotype in the subcutaneous adipose depot is mouse
line specific though the exact mechanism behind this has yet to be determined. Some studies
have shown that neuropathy, in particular the symptoms of neuropathy, can be mouse line specific
[157] which gives credibility to this hypothesis.

2.5.3. Future Directions
At this time, the highest priority is replication of the data presented in this manuscript. This
includes protein and gene analysis and immunofluorescence imaging in skin, muscle, and
adipose. Intraepidermal nerve fiber imaging (IENF) is being optimized to replicate and replace the
current skin nerve fiber imaging data. IENF allows for visualization of nerve penetrance from deep
to superficial layers and is a superior imaging method. Neuromuscular junction quantification will
be replicated for females and conducted for males which were emitted for the first round of
quantification. Western blot protein analysis for neuronal markers in the skin is also soon to be
performed.
In progress is a cohort of HET3 mice that are being treated with the anti-aging drug
rapamycin. The plan with this upcoming cohort is to observe if there is any effect on the
neuropathic phenotype with age following chronic treatment with rapamycin. It is thought that
treatment with rapamycin will reduce or prevent age related peripheral neuropathy by reducing
senesce of Schwann cells and adipose-resident immune cells, important for maintaining a healthy
nerve supply to the tissue, and that this will in turn also have a positive effect on vasculature
health by reinnervating resident blood vessels. However, chronic rapamycin treatment has been
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shown to result in a number of metabolic disorders accolated with mTORC2 inhibition which will
be taken into consideration [158]. To measure vasculature health, we will also be conducting
cardiovascular measurements such as wire myography and potentially pressure myography to
evaluate scWAT vascular health and responsiveness to stimuli. These experiments will be
conducted in both HET3 and C57BL/6 due to HET3 mice potentially not showing the neuropathy
phenotype in scWAT, In development too is a adipose-specific senescence panel for qPCR to
allow us to compare markers for senescence across ages with an without rapamycin treatment to
correlate any potential anti-neuropathy findings to a decrease in senescence.
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CHAPTER 3 – VISUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF WHOLE DEPOT ADIPOSE TISSUE
INNERVATION
3.1. Abstract
Adipose tissue requires neural innervation in order to regulate important metabolic
functions. Though seminal work on adipose denervation has underscored the importance of
adipose-nerve interactions in both white (energy storing) and brown (energy expending) adipose
tissues, much remains a mystery. This is due, in part, to the inability to effectively visualize the
various nerve subtypes residing within these tissues and to gain a comprehensive quantitation of
neurite density in an entire depot. With the recent surge of advanced imaging techniques such as
light sheet microscopy and optical clearing procedures, adipose tissue imaging has been
reinvigorated with a focus on three-dimensional analysis of tissue innervation. However, clearing
techniques are time consuming, often require solvents caustic to objective lenses, alter tissue
morphology, and greatly reduce fluorophore lifespan. Not only are current methods of imaging
wholemount adipose tissues inconvenient, but often attempts to quantify neurite density across
physiological or pathophysiological conditions have been limited to representative section
sampling. We have developed a new method of adipose tissue neurite imaging and quantitation
that is faster than current clearing-based methods, does not require caustic chemicals, and leaves
the tissue fully intact. Maintenance of a fully intact depot allowed for tiling z-stacks and producing
maximum intensity projections of the entire adipose depot, which were then used to quantify
neurite density across the tissue. With this processing method we were able to characterize the
nerves, nerve-subtypes, and neurovascular interactions within the inguinal subcutaneous white
adipose tissue in mice using up to five fluorescent channels at high resolution. We also utilized
second harmonic generation, which provides label-free imaging, to investigate collagen fiber
abundance in adipose of obese mice.
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3.2. Introduction:
Historically overlooked as a location of diverse peripheral innervation [159], the adipose organ
was most prominently inspected for innervation in the mid 1960’s when sympathetic nerve fibers
were visualized within brown adipose tissue (BAT) [81]. BAT nerves were later comprehensively
investigated by T.J. Bartness [160]. Energy expending BAT was the first adipose tissue to be
identified as being highly innervated due to its important role in thermogenesis [161], which
requires significant sympathetic input [11, 81, 162]. Sensory innervation has also been
documented in BAT, particularly around vasculature, and has been proposed to play a role in
lipolysis [163]. More recently white adipose tissue (WAT), associated more with energy storage,
was demonstrated to be highly innervated by sympathetic [86, 89] and sensory nerves [11, 164],
but not parasympathetic [101] nerves.
In order to visualize adipose innervation, it had been common practice to slice adipose tissue
into 7um-10um thick sections and immunolabel for various neuronal markers [91, 101, 165, 166],
such as the sympathetic marker tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the rate-limiting enzyme for synthesis
of catecholamine neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine. A number of important findings
emerged from this practice, but it was not without limitations. Thin sections of tissue reduce
peripheral nerves to puncta, leaving investigators unable to accurately determine arborization or
the ability to quantify innervation across an intact tissue. Importantly, our laboratory has revealed
a new map of adipose anatomy in the inguinal subcutaneous white adipose tissue (i-scWAT)
depot, and we and others have demonstrated that the pattern of innervation in scWAT is
heterogeneous [141], thus warranting a more comprehensive look at adipose innervation across
an intact depot and changes that may occur with physiological or pathophysiological stimuli.
The limitations of thin-slice immunostaining of adipose nerves did not go unnoticed, which
resulted in the emergence of several methods for imaging and quantifying innervation within
whole adipose depots [18, 82, 112, 114, 115, 141, 167]. However, even the new and improved
methods also are not without their flaws. All of the current whole depot imaging methods require
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optical clearing and refractive index matching to visualize tissue innervation. Optical clearing
typically alters tissue morphology by either shrinking, expanding, or hardening the tissue, or it
greatly limits fluorophore lifespan to less than three days. Furthermore, some of the most effective
methods of tissue clearing use caustic chemicals that require specialized objective lenses (ie:
“BABB-safe”) for microscopy. These issues with clearing techniques have been extensively
reviewed in multiple organs [106, 108, 111]. The current methods also typically rely on quantifying
only a few small representative three-dimensional tissue sections, which misses the heterogeneity
and regional anatomy of the intact tissue. The regional variation in neurite density in scWAT [82,
141], cannot be accurately reduced to a few representative images or a small tissue block.
To mitigate all of the issues outlined above, we have developed a whole mount imaging
technique that does not require optical clearing or tissue sectioning and can be imaged using
standard confocal microscopy and quantified using code that we have made publicly available.
Our technique maintains an intact adipose depot and allows for detailed visualization of up to five
fluorescent channels at a time at high resolution. This technique has been extensively tested with
direct (conjugated antibodies) and indirect (primary and secondary antibodies) fluorescent
labeling of various neuronal markers, as well as with mouse lines with fluorescent neuronal
reporters. We have optimized our whole mount method for the pan-neuronal markers PGP9.5
[168, 169] and β3-tubulin [170, 171]; the sympathetic nerve marker, tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)
[166]; markers for sensory innervation, advillin (AVIL) [172, 173] and Nav 1.8 [174]; myelination
marker myelin protein zero (MPZ) [175]; and many others. This technique has also been
optimized for various non-antibody based fluorescent labeling approaches such as nuclear
labeling with DAPI and vascular labeling with Isolectin IB4 (IB4). This has allowed us to further
our understanding of scWAT in mice by characterizing the innervation that exists within this tissue
with greater scrutiny, demonstrating neurovascular interactions, parenchymal innervation, and
neuroimmune interactions.
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3.3. Methods:
3.3.1. Cold exposure experiments
All cold exposure was carried out in a diurnal incubator (Caron, Marietta, OH, USA) at
5°C. Adult male C67BL/6J mice were housed two to a cage and either maintained at room
temperature or continuously cold exposed for 7 days. Inguinal and/or axillary scWAT was
collected for wholemount tissue processing.

3.3.2. Mouse adipose tissue collection and processing for immunofluorescence
Mice were euthanized using CO2 followed by cervical dislocation. Whole scWAT depots
were carefully removed to remain fully intact and immediately fixed in 2% PFA at 4°C for 4hr12hrs depending on thickness of tissue. The tissues were then rinsed for 10 minutes with 1X PBS
w/ 10U/mL heparin, twice at 4°C. Tissues were incubated in blocking buffer (1XPBS/2.5%
BSA/0.5-1% Triton) at 4°C at least overnight but no more than 7 days (depending on tissue
thickness) with blocking buffer replaced every 24hrs. After blocking period, tissues were flattened
by being placed between two large glass slides bound tightly together with large binder clips, for
1.5hrs at 4°C to prevent tissues from drying out. Tissues were next incubated in either 0.1%
Typogen Black for 20 minutes at room temperature on a rotator or TrueBlack® Lipofuscin
Autofluorescence Quencher for 10 minutes at room temperature on a rotator. TrueBlack® was
only used when using a 647nm fluorophore. At the end of incubation tissues were washed with
1X PBS w/ 10U/mL heparin on rotating platform at 4°C replacing PBS every 1hr for a total of 46hrs, or until all unbound stain was removed. Tissues were incubated with primary antibody for
48hrs at 4°C the following day tissues were washed with 1XPBS on a rotating platform at 4°C,
replacing PBS every 1hr for a total of 4-6hrs followed by incubation with secondary fluorescent
antibodies overnight. Tissues were then again washed with 1XPBS on a rotating platform at 4°C,
replacing PBS every 1hr for a total of 4-6hrs. Following the immunostaining steps, when
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applicable, tissues were incubated with 1ug/mL isolectin B4 (IB4) (ThermoFischer, cat#:I32450 or
cat#:I21413) diluted in HEPES buffer (pH 7.4), overnight at room temperature on a rotator.
Tissues were then washed with 1XPBS on a rotating platform at room temperature for one hour
twice. At this time, if DAPI co-staining was required, the tissues were incubated in 100ng/mL DAPI
for 10 minutes at room temperature on a rotator. Tissues then received four 1hr washes in 1xPBS
at room temperature. At the conclusion of washing steps tissues were placed on large glass slides
medial side facing up. A few drops of glycerol based mounting media were added to the tissue
and coverslip was placed on top. Glycerol based mounting media is required because aqueous
based mounting fluid lacks the required viscosity to fully adhere the coverslip when dealing with
whole mount adipose. Slides were weighted down for 3-7 days then sealed.

3.3.3. Whole mount confocal imaging
Fully intact scWAT depots were imaged with a 10x objective on a Leica TCS SP8 DLS
(Leica Microsystems, Wetzler, Germany) microscope by tiling z-stacks across the full depth and
area of the tissue. Whole depot images in this manuscript were scanned bidirectionally at either
400Hz or 600Hz, with line averaging ranging between 3-8, and z-step size ranging between 5-16
μm. Identical image acquisition settings were applied for all tissues within cohorts that received
neurite density quantifications. Anywhere between 20,000-65,000 individual images were
captured per tissue which ranged from 100-900 tiles. These tiles were then merged together and
processed into a 2D maximum intensity projection image either in LASX (Leica imaging software)
or in Fiji [176] if being used for quantification. Digital nerve bundle cross sectioning was performed
by using the XZY scanning mode. During cross-sectioning a 2.54x digital zoom was automatically
applied to each image.
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3.3.4. Image processing and neurite density quantification
Maximum intensity projections through the z-dimension (z-max projection) were
generated for each tile individually using Fiji [176]. All single tile z-max projections were further
processed using MATLAB x64 software (version 2018b, MathWorks). To remove low-frequency
background noise, a 2D Gaussian smoothing kernel was used to convolve each z-max projection
with a very large Gaussian blur using the imgaussfilt MATLAB command, with large standard
deviation (~150), which was then subtracted from its corresponding original z-max projection.
Next, a small gaussian blur (imgaussfilt with small standard deviation, ~2-3) was used on the
(post background subtraction) image to broaden out the neurite signal slightly before thresholding
the image. Next, a binary (black and white) thresholded mask was generated from the processed
image. In the mask, only regions having an area larger than 40 pixels were kept for further analysis
(using the bwareaopen MATLAB command). Then the bwskel MATLAB command was used to
perform the skeletonizing procedure, with the added feature of removing any branches less than
4 pixels long. Total nerve length was calculated using values measured for each single-tile z-max
projection. Total nerve arborization density was calculated as the ratio of total nerve length divided
by the total viewing area, resulting in nerve length per square meter of tissue. To generate heat
maps a csv file was generated with the topological positions and the associated arborization
quantity of each tile using the HeatMapChart function.

3.3.5. Second harmonic generation imaging
All 2-photon microscopy studies used a modified Olympus FV300 system with an upright
BX50WI microscopy stand (Olympus, Center Valley, Pennsylvania) and a mode-locked
Ti:Sapphire laser (Chameleon, Coherent, Santa Clara, California). Laser power was modulated
via an electro-optic modulator (ConOptics, Danbury, Connecticut). The fluorescence and SHG
signals were collected in a non-descanned geometry using a single PMT (H7422 GaAsP,
Hamamatsu, Hamamastu City, Japan). Emission wavelengths were separated from excitation
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wavelengths using a 665 nm dichoric beamsplitter followed by 582/64 nm and 448/20 nm
bandpass filters for Alexa 488 and SHG signals respectively (Semrock, Rochester, New York).
Images were acquired using circular polarization with excitation power ranging from 1- 50 mW
and a 40x 0.8 NA water immersion objective with 3x optical zoom with scanning speeds of
2.71s/frame. All images were 515 x 512 pixels with a field of view of 85 μm.

3.4. Figures:

Figure 3.1: Wholemount tissue staining, imaging, and post-processing. Diagram depicting
steps of wholemount tissue processing technique (a). 1.) An intact scWAT depot is carefully
excised from mouse postmortem. 2) Tissue fixed in 2% PFA at 4ºC for 16hr per 1.0g of adipose.
Tissue is then washed in 1X PBS (w/ Heparin 10u/mL) for four 1hr washes at 4ºC on rotator 3.)
Tissue is squished between large slides held together with binder clips for 1.5hr at 4ºC. 4) Tissue
is removed from slides and incubated in blocking solution (2.5% BSA, 1% Triton X-100, in 1X
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PBS) on rotator at 4ºC for 1-7days with blocking solution replaced daily. 5) Tissue is washed 1hr
in 1X PBS (w/ Heparin 10u/mL) and incubated in 0.1% Typogen Black in 70% EtOH for 20min,
washed in 1X PBS (w/ Heparin 10u/mL) in 1hr increments at 4ºC on shaker until Typogen Black
run-off ceases. 6) Tissue is incubated in primary antibody solution at 4ºC on rotator for 2 days. 7)
Tissue is washed x4 again with 1x PBS and incubated in secondary antibody solution at 4ºC on
rotator overnight. 8) Tissue washed x4 with 1X PBS and mounted on slide with glycerol based
mounting fluid. Glass coverslip is applied and slide is placed under significant weight for 3 days
at room temp. 9.) Slide is sealed with nail polish and ready for imaging (a). Tiled z-stacks were
imaged for the entire tissue with either a 5x or 10x objective and a 2D maximum projection image
was rendered (b). Post processing of single tile z-max projections for neurite density quantification
(c). Each z-max projection tile was further processed by subtracting the background away and
adding light smoothing. Next a thresholded mask was applied and the image was skeletonized.
Total neurite length was calculated for each tile and averaged for the entire viewing area (c.) Link
to whole mount protocols and script for quantification (d.)
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Figure 3.2: Reduction tissue autofluorescence and depth coding. Z-depth reduction was
performed on inguinal scWAT depot for comparison before and after (a). Subcutaneous WAT
depots from C57BL/6J mice were whole depot processed and incubated in either Typogen Black
or TrueBlack® for equal duration. Autofluorescence was evaluated for each blocking method for
4 different fluorescent filter cubes: DAPI, GFP/FITC, Cy3/TRITC, and Cy5 (b). Blocking methods
were further compared for the Cy5 filter by staining the tissues with IB4 conjugated to a 647nm
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fluorophore. with either 10x objective (b) or both 4x and 40x objectives (c). scWAT depot stained
with PGP9.5 (green) demonstrated significant reduction in orange vascular autofluorescence
when tissues were washed with 1XPBS/10U/ml Heparin imaged at 10x and 4x (d). i-scWAT depot
stained with β3-Tubulin, Tyrosine Hydroxylase (TH), and Isolectin IB4 (IB4) and depth coded (ef). Whole mount i-scWAT 3D depth coding was imaged with 10x objective (e) and high
magnification representative 3D section was imaged with 63x objective(f). Images were captured
on either Nikon E400 microscope (b-d) or Leica TCS SP8 DLS microscope (e-f).

Figure 3.3: Whole depot neurite quantification. Female C57BL/6J mice, aged 14-16wks, were
either cold exposed (5ºC) (n=6) or at room temperature (n=4) for 7 days. Axillary scWAT depots
were wholemount processed and stained with PGP9.5 and imaged with Leica TCS SP8 DLS
confocal laser scanning microscope with 10x objective (a). Images were z-max projected and tiled
(a). Neurite density quantification was performed across cohort for comparison and analyzed
using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (b). Alpha level 0.05, error bars are SEMs, p = 0.414 (b). Neurite
density per z-max tile was calculated and used to generate a heatmap for inguinal scWAT and
axillary scWAT depots (c).
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Figure 3.4: Peripheral innervation of inguinal scWAT. Inguinal subcutaneous depots from
C57BL/6J mice were wholemount processed and stained with DAPI to show tissue morphology
and the pan-neuronal markers β3-Tubulin (green) and PGP9.5 (red) captured on Leica SP8 DLS
microscope (a-c). Whole i-scWAT depot tiled z-max projections captured using 5x objective (a)
with digital zoom-ins (i-ii). Representative images of small fiber innervation imaged as z-max
projections with 63x objective (b). Nerve bundle imaged with 63x objective and digital cross
sectioning performed with a 2.54x digital zoom (c).
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Figure 3.5: Characterization of whole mount inguinal scWAT nerves. scWAT depots from
C57BL/6J mice were wholemount processed and stained with β3-Tubulin (green) and either TH
(red) (a-c), AVIL (red) (d), or MPZ (red) (e-g). Whole mount tiled z-max projections of i-scWAT
(a,d) and a-scWAT (g) imaged with 10x objective. Nerve bundle cross sections imaged with 63x
objective with a 2.54x digital zoom applied to the digital cross section rendering (b,e).
Representative images of small fiber innervation imaged as z-max projections with 63x objective
(c,f). All images captured on Leica TCS SP8 DLS microscope (a-g).
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Figure 3.6: Neurovascular interaction within inguinal scWAT depot. i-scWAT from C57BL/6J
mice were wholemount processed. Whole i-scWAT depot stained with PGP9.5 (green) and IB4
(white) was captured as tiled z-max projections imaged with 10x objective on Leica TCS SP8 DLS
microscope (a). PGP9.5 (green) and IB4 (red) used to display the 3 categories of neurovascular
interaction within scWAT, imaged on Nikon E400 with 10x, 4x, and 40x objectives respectively
(b). Representative images of innervation of blood vessels imaged as z-max projections with 63x
objective. β3-Tubulin (green), TH (red), IB4 (white) (b-d). Sympathetic innervation of small blood
vessels (c). Vasa nervorum of i-scWAT nerve bundle imaged as z-max projection digitally cross
sectioned with a 2.54x digital zoom (d). Large and small diameter blood vessel digital cross
sectioning (e). 2.54x digital zoom applied to large diameter vessel cross section, 6.96x digital
zoom applied to small diameter vessel cross section (e). Representative images of myelinated
nerve fibers around vasculature imaged as z-max projections with 63x objective. DAPI (blue), β3Tubulin (green), MPZ (yellow), S100β (red), IB4 (white) (f).
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Figure 3.7: Second harmonic generation imaging. Two-photon microscopy was performed on
immunofluorescent stained (PGP9.5) inguinal scWAT of BTBR+/+ (WT) and BTBRob/ob (MUT)
animals (a). PGP9.5 was detected by excitation of AlexaFluor 488 at 800nm and emission
collected using a 582 +/- 64nm filter. For detection of collagen, samples were excited at 890nm
and the SHG signal was collected using a 448 +/-20nm filter. A 40x water immersion objective
was used. IMARIS software was used to render 3D projections from z-stacks. Images are
representative of N=3 WT/MUT, 12-week-old males.

3.5. Results and Discussion
3.5.1. Whole Mount Technique
We have tested numerous clearing techniques with scWAT and BAT (Suppl. Fig. S1) which
included ScaleA2 [177], BABB [109, 178], CUBIC [179], CUBIC CB-perfusion [179], iDISCO [110],
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uDISCO [180], UbasM [181], and a sucrose gradient method [182]. Each clearing method had its
own set of trade-offs, with some methods distorting tissue morphology, limiting fluorescence
lifespan, and requiring costly objective lenses to image (summarized in Suppl. Table 1). These
pros and cons have been well documented in various other tissues [106, 108, 111]. To circumvent
these issues, we developed a method of whole tissue processing, outlined in Fig. 1a, that allowed
for imaging and quantifiable analysis of intact whole adipose depots for up to 5-separate
fluorescent channels (Suppl. Fig. S2) and did not require optical clearing. With the development
of our wholemount technique we have found that, contrary to popular belief, optical clearing of
scWAT is not necessary to image the innervation of entire scWAT depots. Furthermore, our
method is significantly more time efficient and more cost effective than optical clearing. This
approach has allowed us to image entire tissue depots and construct 2D visualizations from 3D
data acquisition (by tiling z-max projection images taken at low magnifications using a laser
scanning confocal microscope (Fig. 1b)). Generating images of entire tissues through tiled z-max
projections requires tens of thousands of images to be captured and can often take between 1030hrs to complete. This number is highly variable and dependent on tissue area and thickness,
the desired image quality, sampling granularity, and the number of fluorescent channels being
used. Tiled z-max projections can be processed for quantification of nerve density (as described
in Methods section) (Fig. 1c).

Because a two-dimensional image is rendered from three-

dimensional data, the length of the nerve fibers in the z-plane is lost. However, the data omitted
is negligible by comparison and does not affect tissue to tissue comparisons. The protocols for
tissue processing and script for quantifying neurite density have been made available at
protocols.io and GitHub respectively (Fig. 1d).
Whole mount processing of inguinal and axillary scWAT was achieved by excising intact
depots from the mouse and fixing in 2% PFA. Tissue z-depth was reduced significantly by
flattening the tissue between 2 large glass slides with binder clips to apply pressure; in a process
we’ve termed “z-depth reduction.” By reducing the tissue thickness in the z-plane we were able
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to reduce tissue thickness with minimal tissue deformity or effects on relative tissue anatomy (Fig.
2a). Z-depth reduction provided increased penetration of blocking reagents and antibodies which
significantly reduced incubation times and allowed for the whole tissue to be mounted on a slide
with coverslip.
An important benefit of flattening adipose tissue is greater penetration of blocking solutions,
antibodies, and autofluorescence quenching solutions. For most imaging we used 0.1% Sudan
Black B (henceforth referred to by the less racially problematic term Typogen Black) to decrease
tissue autofluorescence. Typogen Black staining has been used as a treatment to quench tissue
autofluorescence for decades in 7-10 μm thick sections [183]. Tissue autofluorescence has
always been a significant problem when imaging adipose due to the inherent autofluorescecent
nature of lipids and lipofuscin that reside within it [184]. We applied this technique to the entire
adipose depot to greatly reduce tissue autofluorescence in combination with DAPI, GFP, Cy3,
and Cy5 excitation/emission filters (Fig. 2b). However, Typogen Black itself is highly fluorescent
under far red excitation (illustrated using Cy5 filter in figure 2b) which makes it often necessary to
quench autofluorescence with TrueBlack instead, which does not fluoresce as extensively with
far red excitation (Fig. 2b-c). Red blood cells are also highly autofluorescent which made it
necessary to implement washing steps that used 1X PBS with 10U/mL Heparin to help flush out
remaining blood from vasculature (Fig. 2d).

In other instances, the autofluorescent red blood

cells can be exploited to visualize the larger blood vessels that are missed by IB4, as we did
previously [141].
Uniform staining of large whole mount tissues has always been problematic due to the
increased incubation times required for antibodies to completely diffuse throughout the tissue
[185, 186]. Incubation times were reduced 1-2 days by reducing tissue thickness and increasing
surface with z-depth reduction. Depth coding of immunostained scWAT following z-depth
reduction indicated an even penetration of antibodies throughout the whole tissue (Fig. 2e) and
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in representative sections (Fig. 2f) for various fluorescent staining approaches including: directly
labeled β3-tubulin, indirectly labeled TH, and IB4 staining.

3.5.2. Whole mount imaging allows for quantification of total depot innervation
Axillary scWAT depots taken from male C57BL/6J mice, housed at room temperature or
underwent cold exposure at 5ºC for 7-days, were processed for whole mount imaging using the
pan-neuronal marker PGP9.5 (Fig. 3a). The neurite densities per tile were then averaged for the
entire area of the tissue for comparison among treatments. Quantification of images allowed for
statistical analysis between experimental groups (Fig. 3b). This quantification approach is not
limited to innervation assessments but can be applied to vasculature (ie: IB4) as well. Neurite
density per z-max tile was then portrayed as a heatmap for both inguinal and axillary scWAT
depots to better visualize region specific differences in neurite densities (Fig. 3c).

3.5.3. Characterization of Peripheral Nerves in scWAT
Inguinal scWAT depot was co-stained with two different pan-neuronal markers (PGP9.5 and
β3-tubulin), counterstained with DAPI to emphasize tissue cellular structure, and tiled images
were z-max projected. Whole tissue imaging exhibited near-uniform staining of the largest nerve
bundles by both pan-neuronal markers (Fig. 4a). Nerves are unevenly distributed throughout the
tissue with the highest concentration of large nerve bundles present in the centermost third of the
tissue surrounding the subiliac lymph node (SiLN) as reported previously [141]. Our imaging and
analysis technique exceeds current methods because it takes the heterogenous nerve distribution
into account by quantifying the entire tissue, not just representative sections.

At greater

magnification, z-max projection images showed an extensive network of neurons varying in
diameter running throughout the tissue and surrounding adipocytes as well as vasculature (Fig.
4b) which averaged a combined neurite length of 25m per i-scWAT depot [141].
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Again, there appears to be almost complete fluorescent overlap for each pan-neuronal
marker, with slightly stronger staining of PGP9.5 on the smaller nerve fibers. Digital cross section
imaging of large nerve bundles presented uniform staining throughout the bundles (Fig. 4c). DAPI
stained nuclei can be seen both surrounding the nerve bundle and residing within it, in between
the numerous nerve fibers. Since the nuclei of the neurons are located in the ganglia the presence
of nuclei within the nerve bundle suggests the presence of supporting cells (e.g. Schwann cells)
or potentially perineural adipocytes residing within the bundles. This technique was also used to
visualize a nerve branching (Suppl. Fig. S2c). Variation in immunofluorescence staining between
the two pan-neuronal markers can be attributed in part to variations in the labeling methods of
each antibody. β3-tubulin was directly conjugated to a fluorophore while PGP9.5 required use of
secondary fluorescent antibodies. The innate autofluorescent quality of adipose tissue, though
greatly reduced by Typogen Black or TrueBlack® staining, is still visible and at its strongest when
imaged at 488nm.
Transmission electron microscopy of scWAT sections revealed that nerves not only traverse
through the tissue but may also come in direct contact with the adipocytes (Suppl. Fig. S3a-b).
However, we have yet to confirm synapsing directly onto adipocytes, though potential synapses
have been observed in the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) of perigonadal adipose tissue (Suppl.
Fig. S4a) as well as on blood vessels (Suppl. Fig. S4b), and on myeloid lineage SVF cells in
inguinal scWAT (Suppl. Fig. S4c) using the post-synaptic marker PSD95.

In general, the

understanding of adipose tissue innervation has not extended to characterizing cellular
interactions and whether they are synaptic or simply result from diffusion of neuropeptides and
neurotransmitters from nearby free nerve endings.
To further characterize the nerves within scWAT, numerous immunostaining experiments
were conducted by co-staining β3-tubulin with markers for either sympathetic nerves, sensory
nerves, or myelination using the markers tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), advillin (AVIL), and myelin
protein zero (MPZ) respectively. Whole depot imaging demonstrated fluorescence overlap of β351

tubulin and TH in the largest nerve bundles with extensive TH+ axons that spanned throughout
the tissue (Fig. 5a). Nerve bundle digital cross sectioning showed that only about half of the
axons in a given nerve bundle are TH+ (Fig. 5b). The small individual axons branching through
the tissue, however, are nearly all TH+ (Fig. 5c), consistent with previous reports [101, 112].
Fluorescent imaging of inguinal scWAT from a sympathetic nerve reporter mouse (TH-CreRosa26-GFP) had similar findings (Suppl. Fig. S5a).
Digital cross sectioning of AVIL+ nerve bundles revealed similar findings to cross sectioning
TH+ bundles, with only about half of the axons within the bundle presenting as AVIL+ (Fig. 5d)
further suggesting the presence of mixed nerves in adipose. It is worth noting that the AVIL
antibody used here was observed to mark structural proteins in some large blood vessels as well
which accounted for the presence AVIL+ regions that were β3-tubulin- when viewed as a tiled
image. At greater magnification these large blood vessels did not interfere with imaging and the
lack of AVIL+ nerve fibers became apparent. Due to this, AVIL would appear to be a less-thanideal marker for quantifying sensory innervation in conditions that may also alter vascularity. It is
thought at this time that an AVIL reporter or a Nav 1.8 reporter would be a far superior method of
labeling sensory axons and a more comprehensive assessment remains to be completed.
Nav 1.8-Cre x tdTomato reporter mice were also used to investigate the presence of sensory
innervation in scWAT. Nav 1.8 marks sodium channels specific to sensory nerves [174] and
fluorescence imaging showed a number of Nav 1.8+ sensory nerves throughout the tissue (Suppl.
Fig. S5b), both large bundles and smaller parenchymal fibers, which compliments current
literature that suggests sensory innervation plays a significant role in WAT metabolic function
[166, 187]. As observed with AVIL immunostaining, imaging of i-scWAT from Nav 1.8-Cre x
tdTomato reporter mice also suggests the presence of mixed nerve bundles in this adipose depot
(Suppl. Fig. S5b).
Whole depot staining with β3-tubulin and MPZ revealed that all of the large nerve bundles in
scWAT are myelinated (Fig. 5e). In concordance with immunostaining, Luxol fast blue (myelin
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stain) staining of whole inguinal scWAT depots was performed which showed that the most highly
myelinated nerves traverse through or nearby the SiLN (Suppl. Fig. S5c). Digital cross sectioning
of MPZ+ nerve bundles showed that all of the axons within the bundle are myelinated, with the
greatest fluorescence intensity being on the exterior of the bundle (Fig. 5f), indicating that
myelinated an non-myelinated axons are segregated in the bundle. Z-max projection imaging of
parenchymal nerve fibers revealed that the majority of nerve endings are unmyelinated (Fig. 5g).
TEM imaging was used to show both myelinated and unmyelinated neurites in contact with
adipocytes (Suppl. Fig. S3a-b)
Our whole mount imaging technique has validated the presence of mixed bundle nerves
residing in WAT shown previously [18] and allowed for further investigation by creating digital
cross sections of these mixed bundles. High magnification z-max projections revealed that almost
the entirety of neurons within the scWAT parenchyma are TH+. Only a small percentage of axons
in the tissue are myelinated, however the contribution of myelinated versus unmyelinated axons
to tissue function is currently unknown.

3.5.4. Neurovascular interaction in scWAT
The autonomic nervous system, comprised of sympathetic, parasympathetic, and sensory
nerves, is required for regulating vascular tension [34] throughout the body, and WAT is no
different. Sympathetic nerve fibers are responsible for vasoconstriction and parasympathetic
fibers are responsible for vasodilation though it has been shown that WAT lacks parasympathetic
innervation indicating that precise control of vasodilation is not required for WAT [101].
Neurovascular staining of whole depot scWAT was performed by co-staining with a panneuronal markers and IB4, a marker for vasculature, as it binds to erythrocytes and endothelial
cells [120, 121, 188-190] and effectively marks vessels smaller than 200um in diameter.
Wholemount axillary scWAT (a-scWAT) tiled z-max projections exposed a dense vascular
network residing in the a-scWAT depot (Fig. 6a). In general, the highest concentration of large
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nerve bundles and large blood vessels are located within close proximity of one another. These
observations are consistent with what we have observed in inguinal scWAT [141]. In contrast to
neurites, capillaries appear homogenously expressed throughout the tissue (Fig. 6a). Close
inspection of the neurovascular interactions within scWAT revealed three specific and reoccurring
types of interactions (Fig. 6b): i) Large nerve bundles and blood vessels that run parallel to each
other within the tissue but do not seem to interact otherwise, ii) Large nerve bundles that have a
vascular supply providing nutrients; vasa nervorum, iii) Blood vessels that are highly innervated
by smaller nerves which regulate vasoconstriction; perivascular sympathetic plexus. TEM imaging
revealed a small axon in the stromal vascular fraction in between adipocytes in close proximity to
a capillary (Suppl. Fig. S3c). Sympathetic innervation of scWAT blood vessels was analyzed by
co-staining β3-tubulin with TH and IB4. Small TH+ nerve fibers were found lining many of the
vessels (Fig. 6c). Although small capillaries had significantly less innervation compared to larger
arterioles, some TH+ nerves were found running along them. This supports the current literature
that capillaries are relatively lacking in sympathetic innervation [33, 191, 192].
Not all nerves within the tissue are lining blood vessels; many can be found branching the
gaps from one blood vessel to another or disassociated from the blood vessels entirely. The vasa
nervorum, or the blood vessels supplying nutrients to the nerve bundle, were digitally cross
sectioned to show a blood vessel branching around a nerve bundle which contained 2
sympathetic axons (Fig. 6d). Extensive innervation of arterioles could be found surrounding both
large and small diameter vessels (Fig. 6e). Of the nerves running throughout scWAT, the majority
MPZ+ nerves were found running along blood vessels as indicated by co-staining with β3-tubulin,
MPZ, S100β (a Schwann cell marker), and IB4 (Fig. 6f) (Suppl. Fig. S3). Only one or two of the
largest nerves lining each vessel tended to be myelinated. The smallest sympathetic projections
that often engulfed many of the arterioles, when present, were found to be unmyelinated.
It is important to note several caveats with IB4 staining of vasculature. Mouse blood vessel
diameter ranges from 250um to 4um dependent on type of vessel. Veins encompass the upper
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limit, while microvasculature such as capillaries encompass the lower limit [193]. Large diameter
blood vessels (>100um) often lose their erythrocytes during tissue preparation which employs a
heparin wash step to remove as much blood as possible to reduce the inherent autofluorescence
associated with blood cells. However, erythrocytes tend to remain in the microvasculature even
after these washes. Because of this, the microvasculature is doubly stained (erythrocytes and
endothelium) whereas arteries and veins present only with stained endothelium. This reduction in
fluorescence, most prominent in the largest vasculature, can even be seen starting as small as
50um in diameter though these vessels are still readily visible (figure 6). Also, large sensory
nerve bundles, immunostained for AVIL, an actin binding protein expressed specifically in
somatosensory neurons [172, 173], tended to be co-stained with IB4. IB4 binding sensory
neurons has been reported in the literature [122, 194] and observed in supplemental figure S5d.
However, due to tissue morphology, positively stained nerve bundles can be easily distinguished
from the vasculature.

3.5.5. Second Generation Harmonic Imaging
We also attempted to visualize the changes to inguinal scWAT innervation of morbidly
obese mice which we have demonstrated to have adipose neuropathy (BTBRob/ob); [141]. This
proved technically difficult to accomplish using epifluorescent or standard confocal microscopy,
due in part to the fibrotic nature of obese adipose tissue. However, with second generation
harmonic label-free imaging using 2-photon microscopy, it was possible to visualize nerves and
collagen within scWAT of BTBRob/ob animals (Fig. 7). While collagen is abundant in both BTBR+/+
and BTBRob/ob animals, a greater degree of colocalization between collagen fibers and nerves is
visible in BTBRob/ob animals (Fig. 7a), likely contributing to our inability to image the adipose
nerves successfully in this mouse model.
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3.6. Conclusion
Taken together, the imaging techniques and data collected here reveal a rich and diverse
neural innervation in mouse inguinal scWAT, likely indicating physiological roles that are yet to be
uncovered. For example, differences in myelinated vs unmyelinated axons, heterogeneity of TH+
nerves, and the contribution of sensory nerves in adipose are yet to be clarified. In addition, the
localization of true synapses or tissue junctions, versus release of nerve products from free nerve
endings, and whether these exist on adipocytes or SVF cells, will also be important to uncover.
The availability of new techniques allowing nerve visualization under various physiological and
pathophysiological conditions will help the field advance an understanding of adipose innervation
and brain-adipose communication, including neurovascular and neuroimmune contributions.
We have recently demonstrated diminished innervation of adipose tissue under
circumstances of obesity, diabetes, and ageing, a condition we have called ‘adipose neuropathy’
[141]. ‘Neuropathy’ of adipose tissue (ie: a reduction in neurite density that may represent
pathological nerve die-back) could have effects beyond the removal of sympathetic nerves
releasing norepinephrine. Given that other nerve products, including from adipose tissue sensory
nerves (ex: Substance P, VIP, CGRP, etc.) are found in adipose depots, the loss of proper
innervation could also impact the physiological contributions of these neuromodulatory
substances in adipose. Whether or not adipose sensory nerves directly communicate fuel status
to the brain, perhaps in complement to endocrine factors such as leptin, is still an open question.
In addition, how adipose nerves interact with vasculature versus parenchymal cells, including
stromovascular cells, is also unexplored. Incoming sympathetic nerves may release
norepinephrine in order to affect vasoconstriction, and also to impact local adipocytes and
immune cells via synaptic and non-synaptic connections.
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APPENDIX
4.1. Chapter 2 Supplement
4.1.1. Chapter 2 Supplemental Figures

Supplemental Figure S2.1: 25-well 16cm x 16cm western blots. Large western blots were
used to attempt to compare protein expression for all 6 age groups (13wks, 30wks, 41wks, 62wks,
106wks, 126wks) of PGP9.5 (a-b) in inguinal scWAT of HET3 mice. Males and females were
compared separately. Due to variation in the housekeeper, Vinculin, select ages were excluded
from statistic analysis; excluded males, 40wks, 126wks; excluded females, 40wks, 106wks. N=4,
two-tailed students t-test, error bars are SEMs.

4.2. Chapter 3 Supplement
4.2.1. Chapter 3 Supplemental Methods
4.2.1.1. Animals
The following mouse strains were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory: C57BL/6J
(Stock # 000664); BTBR+/+ (WT) and BTBRob/ob (MUT) (BTBR.Cg-Lepob/WiscJ, Stock # 004824);
LysMcre/- (B6.129P2-Lyz2/J, Stock # 004781); BDNFfl/fl (Bdnftm3Jae/J, Stock # 004339); R26REYFP

(B6.129X1-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1(EYFP)Cos/J,
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Stock

#

006148);

THcre/-

(B6.Cg-

7630403G23RikTg(Th-cre)1Tmd/J, Stock # 008601). Animals with myeloid specific deletion of
BDNF (LysMcre:BDNF-/-) were generated in our facility by crossing mice heterozygous for the
myeloid -specific cre transgene (LysMcre) with mice homozygous for floxed BDNF. Myeloid lineage
reporter mice were generated by crossing LysMcrex BDNFflfl x R26R-EYFP. TH-Rosa-eYFP
reporter mice were generated in our facility by crossing THcre x R26R-EYFP. Nav1.8 reporter mice
(Nav 1.8cre x tdTomato ) were a kind gift from Dr. Ian Meng, (University of New England, Biddeford,
ME, USA). Animals were housed 3-5 to a cage (with the exception of BTBR WT and MUT animals
which were housed in pairs), in a monitored temperature and humidity-controlled environment
with 12/12hr light/dark cycle. Cages were cleaned weekly, ad libitum access to standard chow
diet and water was maintained. For all studies animals were sacrificed using CO2 followed by
cervical dislocation.
Adult male and female C57BL/6J were used for majority of immunostaining studies. Adult
male BTBR WT and MUT were used in second harmonic generation imaging. Adult female THRosa-eYFP reporter mice were used in optical clearing, and transmission electron microscopy
studies. Adult male and female myeloid lineage reporter mice were used in high magnification
imaging of adipose SVF. Adult female Nav1.8 reporter mice were used for whole depot
immunostaining with PGP9.5 (GFP).

4.2.1.2. Cold Exposure Experiments
All cold exposure was carried out in a diurnal incubator (Caron, Marietta, OH, USA) at
5°C, and a 12hr light/dark cycle. Animals were housed two to a cage and continuously cold
exposed for 7 days.

4.2.1.3. Antibodies and Fluorescing Stains
Primary antibodies included: PGP9.5 (1:1000, Abcam, Cambridge, U.K. Cat. #108986 and
#10404); PSD95 (1:1000, Abcam, Cambridge, U.K. Cat. #18258); MPZ (1:250, Abcam,
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Cambridge, U.K. Cat. # ab31851); Advillin (1:500, Abcam, Cambridge, U.K. Cat. # ab72210);
Advillin (1:500, Abcam, Cambridge, U.K. Cat. # ab72210); TH (1:250, Millipore, Burlington, MA
USA; Cat. # AB152); neurofilament-M (2H3, 1:500) and synaptic vesicles (SV2, 1:250) from
Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, (University of Iowa, USA); β3-Tubulin conj. Alexa Fluor
488 (1:250, Abcam, Cambridge, U.K. Cat. # ab195879); S100β conj. Alexa Fluor 647 (1:250,
Abcam, Cambridge, U.K. Cat. # ab196175); Secondary antibodies included: Goat anti-Rabbit
IgG (H+L) Alexa Fluor 488 at (1:500, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; Cat. # A11008), Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA; Cat. # A-11001), Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Alexa Fluor 532 (1:500, ThermoFisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; Cat. #A-11009), Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Alexa Fluor 555 (1:500
or 1:1000, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; Cat. #A-21428) Goat anti-Rabbit IgG
(H+L) Alexa Fluor 594 (1:1000, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; Cat. # A-11005),
Alexa Fluor 647 (1:1000, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; Cat. # A-11012). For
vascular staining, tissues were incubated in isolectin IB4 stain conjugated to either Alexa Fluor
594 (1ug/ml, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; Cat. # I21413) or 647 (1ug/ml,
ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA; Cat. #I32450). For nuclear staining, tissues were
incubated in DAPI (100ng/ml, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA; Cat. # D9564).

4.2.1.4. Luxol Fast Blue Myelin Staining of Whole Adipose
Mice were euthanized, whole subcutaneous white adipose tissue (scWAT) depots were
carefully removed to remain intact and fixed in 2% PFA at 4°C for 4hr-12hrs depending on
thickness of tissue. The tissues were then rinsed for 10 minutes with 1X PBS, twice at 4°C.
Tissues were stained with Luxol Blue Myelin stain kit (Abcam, Cambridge, U.K. Cat. #ab150675).
Tissues were incubated in Luxol Fast Blue Solution overnight at room temperature, briefly rinsed
with distilled water and differentiated in Lithium Carbonate Solution followed by 70% Alcohol
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Reagent until the solution ran clear and adipocytes were colorless while nerves remained blue.
Tissue was then rinsed in distilled water, mounted, and imaged on a dissecting microscope.

4.2.1.5. Optical Clearing
Optical clearing methods were tested in inguinal scWAT and/or BAT from either TH-Cre x
ROSA YFP (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, USA; Stock # 008601 and 006148) reporter
mice or C57BL/6J mice (The Jackson Laboratory, Stock # 000664). ScaleA2 method described
by Hama, H. et al. [177]; sucrose gradient method as described by Tsai, P. et al. [195]; UbasM
method as described by Chen, L. et al. [181]. BABB method as described by Li, L. et al. [178];
CUBIC and CUBIC CB-perfusion as described by Susaki, E. et al. [179]; uDISCO as described
by Pan, C. et al. [180]; iDISCO as described by Reinier, N. et al. [110]

4.2.1.6. Transmission Electron Microscopy
Contralateral inguinal and axillary tissue samples were collected as 1 mm3 blocks. Tissues
were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde-2% paraformaldehyde for 2 hours and then washed overnight in
t0.1 M PB (pH 7.4) buffer at 4°C. Samples were then post-fixed in 1% OsO4 in PB, dehydrated in
an acetone series (50%, 70%, 95% and 100%) and embedded and polymerized at 60 ᵒC for 48hrs
in Epon/Araldite resin. Once the tissue samples were in resin, an ultramicrotome (Leica UC6) was
used to cut the tissues into sections that did not exceed 60-90 nm in thickness. Those sections
were then collected directly on a 300-mesh nickel grid(s) and stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate. The samples were imaged using a CM10 transmission electron microscope (Philips).
Images were taken of both adipocytes and cells within the SVF.

4.2.1.7. Tissue Sectioning and IF for lysm creTissues
Both axillary and inguinal scWAT were collected from adult 7-day cold (5°C) exposed
LysM-Cre-Rosa eYFP reporter mice. Whole depots were cut into 100 μm-thick slices
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longitudinally (from anterior to posterior). Slices from each depot were fixed in 2% PFA for 1hr,
then rinsed for 10 minutes with 1X PBS w/ 10U/mL heparin, twice at 4°C. Tissues were incubated
in blocking buffer (1XPBS/2.5% BSA/0.5-1% Triton) at 4°C overnight. Tissues were rinsed in rinse
buffer and stained with True Black®. Tissue slices were stained with the primary antibody, PSD95
(ab18258 at 1:1000) for 48 hours. Then they were stained with goat anti-rabbit secondary
antibody bound to AlexaFluor 647 (1:1000) overnight. Finally, they were stained with the primary
antibody conjugated to GFP (ab6662 1:1000) for 72 hours. Sections underwent z-depth reduction
as previously describes in Methods Section prior to mounting. Tissues were either imaged on a
confocal microscope at 63X magnification. All tissues imaged with a confocal microscope were
stained with DAPI in addition to PSD95, AlexaFluor 647 and GFP.

4.2.2. Chapter 3 Supplemental Figures

Supplemental Figure S3.1: Optical clearing of white and brown adipose depots. Inguinal
scWAT (i-scWAT) depots obtained from mice with mixed genetic backgrounds optically cleared
with the following methods: ScaleView A2, BABB, CUBIC, Sucrose Gradient, uDISCO, uDISCO,
iDISCO, UbasM (a). Interscapular brown adipose tissue (BAT) depots obtained from mice with
mixed genetic backgrounds optically cleared with the following methods: ScaleA2, BABB,
Sucrose Gradient, Cubic CB-perfusion (b).
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Supplemental Figure S3.2: 5-Channel Immunofluorescence. i-scWAT depots from C57BL/6J
mice were whole mount processed and immunostained with the pan-neuronal marker β3-Tubulin
(green), MPZ (yellow), S100β (red), Isolectin IB4 (IB4) (white), DAPI (blue) (a-c). Micrographs
captured at 10x (a) and 63x (b) were z-max projected and represented as both individual channels
and as a composite. Tiled z-max projection of a nerve bundle segregating in two captured at 63x.
Images captured on Leica TCS SP8 DLS microscope (a-c).
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Supplemental Figure S3.3: Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) of scWAT
Innervation. TEM micrographs of neurites residing within inguinal scWAT (a-c). Myelinated (a)
and unmyelinated (b) neurites in contact with adipocytes and near a blood vessel (c). Captured
on CM10 transmission electron microscope. Adipocyte (Ad), interstitial space (Is), myelin (My),
neuron (Neu), eukaryote (Eur); endothelial cell (Ec).

Supplemental Figure S3.4: Synapsing within white adipose tissue. Perigonadal white
adipose tissue (pgWAT) depot from C57BL/6J mouse was whole mount processed and
immunostained with markers for neurofilament (2H3, green) and synaptic vesicles (SV2, green)
to illustrate the pre-synaptic axon terminal and the post-synaptic marker PSD95 (red). Imaged
with 40x objective lens on Nikon E400 microscope (a). i-scWAT depot immunostained with
PSD95 revealed synapsing all along a blood vessel (dashed white border). Imaged with 40x
objective lens using extended depth of field (NIS-Elements) on Nikon E400 microscope (b).
Synapse on Myeloid lineage cells. Imaged with 63x objective on Leica TCS SP8 DLS microscope,
captured as z-max projection (c). Digital zoom-ins on PSD9.5+ myeloid lineage cells (c-i, c-ii).
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Supplemental Figure S3.5: Neuronal reporters and nerve labeling in scWAT. i-scWAT depot
from a Tyrosine Hydroxylase reporter mouse imaged with 10x objective on Leica TCS SP8 DLS
microscope and tiled as z-max projection (a). i-scWAT depot from a Nav 1.8 reporter mouse
imaged with 4x and 40x objectives on Nikon E400 microscope (b). Luxol Fast Blue myelin staining
of whole i-scWAT depot. Image taken on Nikon SMZ800 dissecting microscope at 1x and had a
30x digital zoom applied, arrows point to branches of the thoracoepigastric vein and the subilliac
lymph node is labeled as SiLN (c). i-scWAT depot immunostained with Isolectin IB4 (white), β3Tubulin (green), and advillin (AVIL, red) imaged with 10x objective on TCS SP8 DLS microscope
and z-max projected (d).
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Supplemental Table S3.1: Comparison of methods for clearing inguinal scWAT
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